Honours in 2008 and Scholarships

The University is this year offering a limited number honours scholarships valued at $2000 each for students undertaking full time Honours in 2008. Applications are due 30th November, one month after applications for Psychology Honours are due, but probably before we are able to let you know if you are definitely in Honours.

For the application form, see http://www.uow.edu.au/research/rsc/student/scholarships/index.html

While in principle these are open to any student to apply, there are restrictions: There are few scholarships across the university, and successful applicants must be 'high performing' students and have a project available. For Psychology students that means an agreement with a supervisor on a project.

The advice of the Psychology School for interested students is
(1) **Apply to do honours** at the appropriate time remember, (Note BPsych students must use an application form but hand it to Kathy Wilson, Head of Psychology’s Admin Assistant, not to Central admin)
(2) **Check the list of the 2008 projects** available to Honours Students on the School Website - available late October.
(3) **Select & give us your project preferences** at the same time as you apply for entry - October 31 - also via the website
(3) **Make sure that you have the marks** that would give you a chance at the scholarship: An 82.5% or better average over your 2nd & 3rd year psychology subjects (calculate this yourself). That also means you would be very likely to get into honours.
(4) If you do and wish to apply for a scholarship, **approach the supervisor of the project** that you have given as your first preference to discuss whether you can get an agreement with a supervisor both to supervise you and to cooperate in putting together your application.
(5) **Make the application** and give a copy to Kathy Wilson